EBIKE TOUR EXPERIENCE
Rental and pick up services and e-bike supply at the hotel
For those who wish to, in addition to the fantastic e-bike tours, Emotion Bike rents its e-bikes to
guarantee the customer its autonomy. To rent one, an ID (card or passport) and a credit card will be
needed.
The rental includes a helmet, a lock and insurance. Transport service of e-bikes to the client’s hotel
is available upon request.
EBIKE / DAILY RENTAL € 35.00
EBIKE TRANSPORTATION TO THE HOTEL € 10.00

E-bike Tour to discovering Rimini (MONDAY MORNING)
The e-bike tour to discover Rimini represents an alternative time to get to know the city while having
fun together. We will depart from Piazzale del Porto, Riccione (viale Galli, next to the Nautical Club)
and we will cycle along the bike path until we reach the splendid Punta del Porto of Rimini. We will
take the ferry that will take us to the beach of San Giuliano Mare.
We’ll visit the Fellini village of San Giuliano, to discover the murals in the streets and we will talk
about Federico Fellini himself. We will cycle along the Marecchia park to the Piazza sull’Acqua in
front of the Tiberius bridge.
We will visit the historical center of Rimini and all the monuments, squares and points of interest of
the city: the Amphitheater, the Malatesta temple, the Vecchia Pescheria, the Domus del Chirurgo,
the Museo, the Castel Sismondo, the Galli theater and the Fulgor cinema, up to the Arch of Augustus.
We will continue with the bike path along the Cervi Park, up to the Palacongressi and the Park up
front.
We will return to the sea up to the Grand Hotel, with a brief visit to the gardens and the 4 horses
fountain.
32 km - simple flat route - about 3 hours and a half - FOR EVERYONE Cost € 40

Piadina Tour Piadina Making Class in Morciano (TUESDAY AFTERNOON)
We will leave from Porto Verde, where we will take the beautiful Val Conca cycle path. We’ll cycle
along the wildlife oasis until reaching the historic center of Morciano where we’ll make a workshop
to learn the making of the piadina romagnola. Afterwards there will be a nice tasting of homemade piadina romagnola!
34 km - simple flat route - duration about 4 hours - FOR EVERYONE Cost € 65

Montefiore, Mondaino and Saludecio (WEDNESDAY MORNING)
We will leave from the Arabian Valley Stud equestrian center in Morciano (directions here), a
beautiful ten estate hectares directly overlooking the splendid Valconca area. We will cycle towards
Montefiore, where we will visit the Rocca, then following Mondaino and Saludecio. At the end of the
tour we will return to the equestrian center clubhouse where we will have a good tasting of wine
and typical products in the midst of nature and animals.
30 km - challenging course - duration about 4 hours Cost € 60
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Natural Park of San Bartolo (THURSDAY MORNING)
We will depart from PortoVerde, heading for Gabicce Monte. We will stop at Baia Vallugola to get
coffee or have a snack (not included in the price), then we will continue to Castel Di Mezzo and
Fiorenzuola di Focara, where we will have a good lunch made of piada and fish skewers and local
wine.
45 km - average route - duration about 5 hours Cost € 60

Wine taste – Tasting at Ottaviani (FRIDAY MORNING)
We will depart from the square of the port of Riccione (viale Galli, next to the Nautical Club) and we
will pedal along the cycle path until reaching Porto Verde, from where we will take the beautiful
Conca cycle path.
Immersed in the Valconca wildlife oasis, we will stop for a tasting at a farm: we will make a visit to
discover the magic of wine and the beauty of the vineyard, a walk among the rows to get to know
the company’s philosophy. Finally there will be a tasting of 4 wines, 2 white and 2 red, to taste the
taste of our land.
32 km - simple flat route - about 4 and a half hours - FOR EVERYONE
Cost € 60 STARTING FROM JUNE

E-bike Tour in Verucchio – Departure from Rimini (THURSDAY MORNING)
With our e-bikes we will climb the ascent to the fortress of Verucchio without difficulty, at first
there will be a bit of culture, and then the culinary excellence typical of our lands. The e-bike tour
in Verucchio is a fantastic adventure in the midst of nature that will lead you to discover one of the
most beautiful villages of our Romagna hinterland. We will leave from the lighthouse of the Port of
Rimini and we will travel all along the cycle path up to Verucchio. For the more experienced who
want to enjoy the adrenaline of the off- road, we’ll do an alternative mountain bike route in the
vineyards and hills of Romagna, a unique experience in its kind.
We will visit the Franciscan monastery where we will be able to observe, inside the evocative cloister,
the historical 800-year-old cypress planted by St. Francis in 1213. The tree is an imposing and historic
attraction, with its 25 meters of height and 7 of width. We will climb up to the fortress of Verucchio
where a guide will tell the story of the village. From the terrace of the fortress you can enjoy a
wonderful view. Afterwards there will be a guided tour of the Villanovan archaeological museum,
a pearl of unique culture in his genre and an unmissable cultural destination. To top it off, a tasting
inside of the Verucchio amphitheater, where the group will be able to taste our culinary excellence:
bread and Malatesta cheese, Fossa di Perticara and Mustard cheese, Olio Nostrano, Veruccese wine,
water and fruit!
55 km - intermediate difficulty route - duration 5 hours Cost € 65
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E-bike Tour in Santarcangelo – Departure from Rimini (WEDNESDAY MORNING)
A journey to discover the cultural tradition of a beautiful medieval village characterized by charming
streets, historic buildings and very colorful and characteristic houses. We will leave from the square
of Valverde towards Santarcangelo di Romagna. We’ll visit the ancient Stamperia Marchi, where
we’ll see the demonstration of the activity of ironing of the canvas with the seventeenth century
Mangano and the printing phase with antique molds carved in pear wood.
Afterwards there will be a guided tour in the monumental public cave: led through by tunnels
and rooms in one sort of labyrinth, projected into a distant time. We will continue the tour with
a delicious tasting of: olive oil Crostini, cold cuts board and cheese platter, 4 matching wines and
traditional desserts at the Hill of Poets.
Before returning to Rimini, stop at Mutonia, a tourist park along the Marecchia river; place in which
the Mutoids live, artists from all over the world, united by the philosophy of creating unique works
reusing inorganic waste such as iron, plastic, rubber, fiberglass, aluminum, copper and brass.
43 km - intermediate difficulty route - duration 5 hours
Cost € 65

E-bike tour in San Leo – Departure from Rimini (FRIDAY)
With our e-bikes we’ll arrive at the beautiful and ancient fortress of San Leo for a full day tour that
will show all the beauties of the ancient fortress and will allow you to enjoy a real lunch with the
typical local products. We will leave from the lighthouse of the Port of Rimini and travel the whole
bike path up to Verucchio, to then go up again towards San Leo. Thanks to a local tour guide we
will make a real visit to the imposing Fortress, which seems to be an extension of the supporting
rock. Inside there are exhibits of weapons, armors, the military life of the Middle Ages, Cagliostro the
alchemist and much more.
We will visit the Pieve, the most ancient religious monument of Montefeltro; the Cathedral, the Bell
Tower, an exciting lookout point over San Leo and the surrounding valleys from down the sea up
to the mountains. We will have lunch in a typical tavern where we will taste a good menu of local
products accompanied by good wine: appetizer, first course, second course, side dish, dessert and
coffee.
Return to Rimini in the afternoon with all the calm in the world.
80 km - one-day itinerary, high difficulty - duration 8 hours
Cost € 90
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Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Rimini

Port of Riccione

09:00 12:30

€40

Rimini

Rimini Lighthouse

16:30 19:30

€40

Rimini

Rimini Lighthouse

09:00 12:30

€40

Piadina Making
Class in Morciano

Portoverde

16:00 20:00

€65

Montefiore, Mondaino and Saludecio

Equestrian Center
in Morciano

09:00 13:00

€65

Santarcangelo

Rimini Lighthouse

08:30 14:00

€65

Monte San Bartolo

Portoverde

08:30 13:30

€65

Verucchio

Rimini Lighthouse

08:30 14:00

€65

Rimini at night

Rimini Lighthouse

20:00 22:00

€40

Wine Tasting in
Valconca

Port of Riccione

09:00 13:30

€65

San Leo

Rimini Lighthouse

09:00 17:00

€90

The price list is intended for partner structures and provides a 15% discount on prices
(with the exception of the pickup service which remains € 10).

Emotion Bike
Via Destra del Porto 157 – Rimini
Tel. (+39) 389 9277852
E-mail info@emotion-bike.it
www.emotion-bike.it
www.instagram.com/emotionbike_emiliaromagna
www.facebook.com/emotionbikeemiliaromagna/
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